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Case Study SolarPulseTM helps PV plants reduce field expenses

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The operation and maintenance (O&M) of a solar

and inverters at plant to ensure that there are no

plant is the most important function after plant

faults, failures, circuit breakages or any other

commissioning. An effective O&M is responsible

issues that may result in production loss. This

for prevention of faults and failures at the solar

can be an expensive and time consuming

plant. It also ensures that all maintenance issues

activity. SolarPulseTM has helped utility scale

are detected, reported and resolved with

plants to reduce time allocated to routine

minimal disruption to plant operations. The

maintenance and thus reduce labor costs

O&M team, thus, ensures high plant availability

involved in field visits.

and uptime both of which are directly correlated
to increased power generation and revenues. An

Though there are many advantages of using

important aspect to achieve high plant uptime is

SolarPulseTM, in this particular case study, we

by regular monitoring and checking health of

have

equipments. The physical verification needs to

SolarPulseTM on reducing the costs of routine

be done for all panels, strings, combiner boxes

maintenance.

focused

only

on

the

benefits

of

INTRODUCTION
We have considered a utility scale solar PV plant

inverter is made of 8 combiner boxes and each

with a capacity of 50 MW. The plant consists of

combiner box consists of 8 strings. Thus, there

25 inverters, each bearing a load of 2 MW. Each

are a total of 1,600 strings across the plant.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
A worker ideally spends approximately 3 minutes

is done once a week, it means that 4,160

on a particular string to check for any defects.

man-hours per year are spent on routine

For the plant under consideration, which has

maintenance of the plant. This translates into

1,600 strings, this equals 80 man-hours per

huge expenditure for the plant in labor costs and

checking cycle. Assuming that physical checking

thus affects its profitability.

SOLUTION
This expenditure can be reduced by decreasing

The O&M team can remotely monitor the

the frequency of routine field visits. It can be

performance of each equipment used in the plant

achieved by deploying a robust monitoring

and deploy personnel only when a fault or failure

solution that continuously monitors all aspects

is detected. SolarPulseTM makes all maintenance

of the solar plant.

visits more efficient by performing root cause
analysis of the problem and providing the

SolarPulseTM is a smart remote PV monitoring

technicians with the best approach to solve it

solution. It provides string level monitoring

before arriving at the plant. Failures are, thus,

which means that even the smallest of issues

restored in minimum time and without the need

and deviations at plant are continuously

for any additional visits.

evaluated and reported. It tracks the health of
each equipment in the plant by continuously
monitoring component parameters. As a result,
the need for physical checking at the plant is
greatly reduced.

SAVINGS
After deploying SolarPulseTM, the complete

SolarPulseTM, 3,200 man-hours per year are

physical checking of the plants is required only

saved in field visits which is a reduction of

once a month. This means that only 960

approximately 77.00%. This translates into

man-hours per year are employed for routine

annual savings of Rs. 19,20,000.

checks. We can easily calculate that, with
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Application
Without

SolarPulseTM
With

SolarPulseTM

Frequency of routine
field visits

Man-hours employed
per year

Man-hours saved
per year

Monetary savings
per year

Weekly

4,160

0

0

Monthly

960

3,200

Rs. 19,20,000

CONCLUSION
Field expenses are one of the major costs

SolarPulseTM, the profitability of a plant can be

involved in plant operations and many plants

significantly improved by reducing the number

struggle to keep them in check. With the real

of field visits required and thus reducing the

time string level monitoring capability of

labor costs involved.
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